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FORMAT = BOOK
QH652 ELECTRONIC BOOK
Radiation hormesis and the linear-no-threshold assumption
Charles L. Sanders
Heidelberg: Springer, c2010

FORMAT = BOOK
QZ269 ELECTRONIC BOOK
Handbook of evidence-based radiation oncology
Eric K. Hansen, Mack Roach, III
New York: Springer, c2010

FORMAT = BOOK
R856.A2 ELECTRONIC BOOK
World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering, September 7-12, 2009, Munich, Germany: Special topics and workshops
Olaf Dössel, Wolfgang C. Schlegel (eds)
Heidelberg: Springer, c2009

FORMAT = BOOK
R895 ELECTRONIC BOOK
Radiation physics for medical physicists
E.B. Podgorsak
Heidelberg: Springer, c2010

FORMAT = BOOK
R895.A2 ELECTRONIC BOOK
World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering, September 7-12, 2009, Munich, Germany
Olaf Dössel, Wolfgang C. Schlegel (Eds.)
Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, c2009

FORMAT = BOOK
R895 .A424 2010 LOCATION = GENERAL
Advances in medical physics
Madison, Wis.: Medical Physics Pub., c2010

FORMAT = BOOK
R895 .A518 2009 LOCATION = GENERAL
Introduction to physics in modern medicine
Suzanne Amador Kane
Boca Raton: CRC Press, c2009

FORMAT = BOOK
R895 .C454 2009 LOCATION = GENERAL
Introduction to health physics
Herman Cember, Thomas E. Johnson
New York: McGraw-Hill Medical, c2009
The physics of radiation therapy
Faiz M. Khan
Baltimore, MD: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2010

The physics & technology of radiation therapy
Patrick N. McDermott and Colin G. Orton
Madison, Wis.: Medical Physics Publishing, c2010

Physics in nuclear medicine
Simon R. Cherry, James A. Sorenson, Michael E. Phelps
Philadelphia: Elsevier/Saunders, c2012

Fundamentals of nuclear medicine dosimetry
Michael G. Stabin
New York: Springer, c2008

Review of radiologic physics
Walter Huda
Baltimore, MD: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2010

Mosby's radiation therapy study guide and exam review
Leia Levy
St. Louis, Mo.: Elsevier Mosby, 2011

Radiation therapy essentials: board preparation tool
Anne Marie Vann, Joan Arazie, Miles Sutton
RadOnc Publications, c2011

Introduction to radiation protection: practical knowledge for handling radioactive sources
Claus Grupen
Berlin: London: Springer, 2010

Ionizing radiation exposure of the population of the United States
Bethesda, MD: National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, 2009
FORMAT = BOOK  
RA569 .M37 2010 ELECTRONIC BOOK  
Nuclear medicine radiation dosimetry: advanced theoretical principles  
Brian J. McParland  

FORMAT = BOOK  
RA569 .N3555 2008eb ELECTRONIC BOOK  
Uncertainties in the measurement and dosimetry of external radiation: recommendations of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements. Scientific Committee 6-1  
Bethesda, MD: National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, c2008

FORMAT = BOOK  
RA1231.R2 M474 2008 LOCATION = GENERAL  
Medical effects of ionizing radiation  
Fred A. Mettler, Jr., Arthur C. Upton  

FORMAT = BOOK  
RB38.2 .P34 2010 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK  
Mosby's manual of diagnostic and laboratory tests  
Kathleen Deska Pagana, Timothy J. Pagana  
St. Louis, Mo.: Mosby/Elsevier, c2010

FORMAT = BOOK  
RC78 .C34 2013 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK  
Principles of radiographic imaging: an art and a science  
Richard R. Carlton, Arlene M. Adler  
Clifton Park, NY: Delmar, Cengage Learning, c2013

FORMAT = BOOK  
RC78 .E48 2013 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK  
Patient care in radiography: with an introduction to medical imaging  
Ruth Ann Ehrlich, Dawn M. Coakes  
St. Louis, Mo.: Elsevier/Mosby, c2013

FORMAT = BOOK  
RC78 .E533 2012 LOCATION = GENERAL  
Comprehensive radiographic pathology  
Ronald L. Eisenberg, Nancy M. Johnson  
St. Louis, Mo.:Elsevier Mosby, c2012

FORMAT = BOOK  
RC78 .F575 2012 LOCATION = GENERAL  
Essentials of radiologic science  
Robert Fosbinder, Denise Orth  
Philadelphia: Wolters Kluwer Health/Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2012
FORMAT = BOOK
RC78 .F86 2012 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK
Fundamentals of diagnostic radiology
William E. Brant, Clyde A. Helms
Philadelphia: Wolters Kluwer/Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2012

FORMAT = BOOK
RC78 .M185 2009 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK
Radiographic pathology for technologists
Nina Kowalczyk, James D. Mace
St. Louis, Mo.: Mosby/Elsevier, c2009

FORMAT = BOOK
RC78 .M3265 2011 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK
Radiographic image analysis
Kathy McQuillen Martensen
St. Louis, Mo.: Saunders/Elsevier, c2011

FORMAT = BOOK
RC78.15 .S255 2012 LOCATION = COLLEGE and CAREER COLLECTION
Radiography PREP: program review and exam prep
D.A. Saia

FORMAT = BOOK
RC78.2 .W43 2009 LOCATION = GENERAL
Netter's concise radiologic anatomy
Edward C. Weber, Joel A. Vilensky, Stephen W. Carmichael
Philadelphia: Saunders/Elsevier, c2009

FORMAT = BOOK
RC78.3 .S54 2011 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK
Radiation protection in medical radiography
Mary Alice Statkiewicz Sherer, Paula J. Visconti, E. Russell Ritenour
Maryland Heights, MO: Mosby Elsevier, c2011

FORMAT = BOOK
RC78.4 .B66 2010 LOCATION = CIRCULATION DESK
Textbook of radiographic positioning and related anatomy
Kenneth L. Bontrager, John P. Lampignano
St. Louis, Mo.: Mosby/Elsevier, c2010

FORMAT = BOOK
RC78.4 .F736 2012 LOCATION = REFERENCE
Merrill's atlas of radiographic positioning & procedures
Frank, Eugene D
St. Louis, Mo.: Elsevier/Mosby, c2012
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Clinical radiology (0009-9260)
from 01/01/1995 to present in ScienceDirect Health & Life Sciences College Edition

Journal of medical physics (0971-6203)
from 01/01/2006 to present in Academic OneFile
from 01/01/2006 to present in Health Reference Center Academic
from 06/01/1995 to present in ScienceDirect Health & Life Sciences College Edition

Radiotherapy and oncology (0167-8140)  
from 01/01/1995 to present in ScienceDirect Health & Life Sciences College Edition

Reports of practical oncology and radiotherapy (1507-1367)  
from 01/01/1998 to present in ScienceDirect Health & Life Sciences College Edition  
from 01/01/1998 to present in ScienceDirect Physical Sciences College Edition

Seminars in radiation oncology (1053-4296)  
from 01/01/1995 to present in ScienceDirect Health & Life Sciences College Edition

Zeitschrift für medizinische Physik (0939-3889)  
from 03/15/2007 to present in ScienceDirect Health & Life Sciences College Edition  
from 03/15/2007 to present in ScienceDirect Physical Sciences College Edition